
Stainless steel frame

Compact and easy to handle with an 
optimised wheel base for manoeuvrability in 
small spaces

Extremely stable for additional safety and 
reassurance

Ergonomic seat encourages more upright 
seating

Greater adaptability with an increased 
range of arm and footrest adjustments

Aquatec 
Ocean VIP Ergo

Overall 
Width Length Seat Width Seat Depth Seat Height Seat Tilt Product 

Weight Warranty Max User 
Weight

56.5cm 100cm 48cm 48cm 47.5 - 60cm -5º to 40º 23.5kg 2 years 150kg

The new Ergo versions of the Aquatec Ocean shower commodes have 

been designed to make personal care activities easier for user and 

carer. The range offers personal care solutions for a wide range of 

physical conditions. User comfort, independence and dignity are key 

considerations during personal care and the Aquatec Ergo 

family of commodes encourages a more upright, stable 

seating position to promote user independence and 

overall comfort.

The Ergo VIP has a -5º to 40º seat tilt with a smart 

weight shift mechanism that ensures optimal 

stability while still 

maintaining its 

compact footprint.

An extensive selection of 
positioning, safety, toileting 
and seating accessories are 

available to support a wide 
range of conditions and 

postural needs.
Accessories all carry 

a 1 year warranty.
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Accessories

Standard soft seat Soft seat insert Small soft seat Small soft seat insert

Ergonomic soft seat Variable soft seat Universal soft seat XL back

Solid plastic backrest Wider XL armrests Soft backrest cushion Comfort backrest

Splash guard Toilet pan

Safety bar Safety belts Ocean Armrest lock Anti-tippers - Front | Rear

Lateral Supports Headrest holder Ergonomic head/neck rest Calf support 
with foot support
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